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Abstract 
This paper is to present a detailed case study on how the nozzle flow dynamics influences the primary breakup in 
the spray formation process of diesel injection. The investigation was based on a 3-hole real-application nozzle 
with highly tapered injection holes using a URANS-LES (Large Eddy Simulation) hybrid approach in combination 
with the coupled Volume of Fluid (VOF) and Level Set method. High resolution LES was applied to 
simultaneously resolve the multi-scale nozzle flow dynamics downstream of the needle seat and the primary 
breakup process in the near-nozzle spray. Phase Contrast X-ray imaging (PCX) was applied to characterize the 
liquid-gas interfaces in the near-nozzle spray for validation purposes. The results provide detailed information on 
how the vortex shedding and vortex interactions in the injection hole drives the jet deformation, ligament and 
droplet formation in the primary breakup process.  
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Introduction 
Clean internal combustion engine technology improvement requires the capability to control and optimise the fuel-
gas mixing, ignition, and combustion process. However, how to transfer the individual engine requirements on the 
spray to a specific nozzle design still remains a challenging engineering task. One blocking point is the lack of 
detailed understanding on the fundamental physics of the primary breakup process. This process involves highly 
complex multi-phase and multi-scale fluid dynamics phenomena, including turbulence, cavitation and their 
interaction.  A significant number of investigations have been dedicated to the cavitation phenomenon over the 
last 30 years. As for turbulence, the scales and dynamics of the vortex structures in the nozzle flow need to be 
understood. Two experimental investigations have reported vortex phenomena in injection nozzles. One is the 
cavitation visualisation of (1) in a real-size VCO nozzle. The vapour distribution in the injection holes indicated the 
occurrence of strong swirling vortex structures and  vortex shedding. Though the investigation was focused on the 
in-nozzle flow, the authors proposed that the vortex shedding can impact the jet breakup downstream of the 
injection hole exit. Another is the string cavitation characterization in a scale-up nozzle (2), which demonstrated 
that string cavitation is caused by large-scale vortex strings in the sac and injection holes and has a correlation 
with the fluctuation of the spray dispersion angle. Nevertheless, the vortex structures are expected to be much 
more complex and have richer scales in real applications due to much higher velocity gradients. It is almost 
impossible to make detailed experimental characterization of field turbulence and vortex dynamics inside a real-
size nozzle due to the small dimensions and high speed of the problem. CFD simulation is advantageous over 
measurement techniques to gain insight into the nozzle flow dynamics and vortex structures and their impact on 
the spray as shown in (3), (4). In order to resolve the involved multi scale and dynamic phenomena, Scale-
Resolved Simulation approaches (SRS), such as LES, are needed.  
For the primary breakup diagnostic, several effective visualization techniques have been developed  in the current 
century. It is worth mentioning the high resolution PCX imaging developed at Argonne National Lab (5), and the 
recent application of Transmitted Light Microscopy to the near-nozzle spray visualization (6). Both tools are useful 
for the characterization of the liquid-gas interface in the primary breakup process having different strengths. From 
the simulation point of view, interface tracking techniques like the Level-set method have been successfully 
applied to resolve the liquid-gas interface in the ligament and droplet formation process (7) (8). In order to obtain 
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detailed information on how the fluid dynamic instabilities in the nozzle flow trigger ligament and droplet formation 
and how the nozzle geometry influences those processes and consequently the spray structure, techniques 
allowing for simultaneous diagnostic of the nozzle flow and the near-nozzle spray are needed. Considering the 
limitation of measurement techniques for the characterization of field turbulence in a real-size fuel injection 
nozzle, Scale-Resolved Simulation is a more feasible tool for this purpose. The main issue for simulation is how to 
deal with the cavitation phenomenon using an interface tracking technique, which naturally requires applying 
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and is still beyond the capability of most available CFD codes and 
computational power. An alternative is to treat cavitation by using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) approach, which is a 
naturally conservative method tracking the volume fraction of a particular phase in each cell rather than the 
interface itself, being effective for the in-nozzle flow analysis but at the expense of having an excessive numerical 
diffusion for the jet breakup prediction. This approach might be useful for predicting the liquid jet fragmentation 
and fuel distribution in the breakup process, but might not be able to provide details for the droplet formation 
process.  
 
Considering the strength and limitations of both measurement and simulation techniques, the authors have  
adopted a correlation based approach for years to work out understanding on how nozzle design and operating 
conditions influence on the spray behaviour. This approach involved the application of simulation for the nozzle 
flow and measurement techniques for the near-nozzle spray characterization and identifying links between both 
(4), (9), (10), (11). These successful studies have given the authors confidence in the simulation tools (ANSYS 
CFX and Fluent) for the nozzle flow diagnostic. In this work we present a detailed case study on the primary 
breakup of Diesel fuel jet injected from a so-called High Performance atomization (HP) hole nozzle (12). The HP 
hole uses very high hole taper (Kfactor = (Dout-Din)/10 [µm] = 5, see Figure 1) to increase the hydraulic efficiency 
and the spray momentum rate. The target is to make a direct investigation on how the nozzle flow dynamic 
impacts the  primary breakup and to reveal the flow dynamic processes in detail. Since the high hole taper 
prevents the occurrence of cavitation, the coupled VOF-Level Set LES method (13) can be applied 
simultaneously to resolve the nozzle flow and the liquid jet primary breakup. In order to ensure the numerical 
quality, the influence of grid resolution on the simulation results has been carefully analysed. Phase Contrast X-
ray imaging (PCX) was applied to visualize the liquid-gas interface structures for the near-nozzle spray to support 
the simulation analysis. The experimental investigation was carried out for injection pressures from 400bar to 
2000bar using a spray chamber at atmospheric pressure. The simulation case study was carried out for the 
injection pressure of 800bar. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of injection nozzle geometry 
Simulation setup  
The simulation was performed with the software ANSYS Fluent 16.2 adopting a hybrid URANS-LES approach 
and using a 120-degree sector nozzle model. The computational domain was divided into two subdomains as 
shown in Figure 2. The sub-domain upstream of the seat sealing was solved with URANS using a tetrahedral 
mesh and the sub-domain downstream of the seat sealing, including the near-nozzle spray region, with LES using 
high-quality hexahedral cells. A careful best practice study was carried out to ensure the quality of the simulation 
results. It was verified that the location of the URANS-LES interface is far enough from the region of interest to 
avoid causing a distortion of the results. At the URANS-LES interface, only the pressure and velocity fields were 
interpolated without introducing any artificial disturbance to the LES flow. Regarding the numerical setup, a VOF - 
Level Set method (13) was applied to simultaneously resolve the nozzle flow and jet breakup.  A standard k-ω 
SST turbulence model was used in the URANS domain and the Wall-Adapting Local Eddy (WALE) sub-grid scale 
(SGS) viscosity model (14) in the LES domain owing to its ability to correctly predict the near-wall eddy viscosity.  
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A fully implicit, 2nd-order time-accurate scheme was used together with a 2nd-order scheme for spatial 
discretization. In order to ensure sufficient numerical resolution, the following criteria were used: local SGS eddy 
viscosity ratio below 1, local CFL number below 2, and    < 1.0. 
 
Two different meshes were utilized in the discharge volume in order to assess the effects of mesh resolution. A 
coarser mesh (mesh 1) was defined with ~15 million cells and an average cell size of ~5.7μm, and a finer mesh 
(mesh 2)  with ~31 million cells and an average cell size of ~3μm for the domain outside of the nozzle. The time-
step for mesh 1 was  ∆t =        s and for mesh 2 was ∆t =          s to ensure numerical stability. Each 
simulation was first run with URANS for 100µs and then switched to LES for 50µs for initialization purpose to 
ensure proper development of LES flow. After initialization, the simulation ran further for 100 µs to provide 
sufficient data for statistical sampling and analysis.  
 
Figure 2: Computational domain decomposition and Hybrid LES mesh for the nozzle tip. 
Experimental setup 
The PCX imaging was performed at the XOR 7ID beamline in the Advanced Photon Source (APS) to visualize the 
near-nozzle spray. The third generation synchrotron x-ray beam can produce ultra-short x-ray pulses and weak 
interaction with the object materials. With these features and the high transmittance of the x-ray in dense 
materials, it becomes possible to capture the instantaneous liquid-gas interface structures in the near-nozzle 
spray. After passing thought the spray, the x-ray beam forms a phase-contrasted image on a scintillator crystal 
CCD camera.  The field of view of the camera was 1.734mm x 1.310mm with a pixel resolution of 0.66 µm/pixel 
when a 20 times objective lens was used. The imaging frequency is 50kHz, or 20µs per image. A detailed 
description of the experimental setup can be found in (9). 
 
Results and discussion 
 
Liquid-gas interface structures: mesh resolution effect 
Similar liquid core interface structures and jet breakup patterns were predicted on both meshes, but the higher 
resolution of mesh 2 captured much more small droplets.  Ideally, a proper post-processing tool for scale 
separation and calculation should be developed and used to assess the minimum droplet size which can be 
captured by each mesh. As this tool was not available a concept of interface diffusion thickness is used instead.  
This value is calculated using the Level Set function ( ) and liquid volume fraction, and is introduced to help 
estimate the mesh resolution effect on the diffusion of the liquid-gas interface structures. The interface diffusion is 
a result of mesh resolution and diffusion caused by numerical schemes. Therefore, this method is also useful for a 
coarse estimation of the smallest droplet resolution as will be explained. The process of the interface smearing 
due to numerical diffusion is schematically plotted in Figure 3 a) for a single droplet. The Level set function is 
exactly zero at the interface and has a value equal to the distance to the interface (with a positive or negative sign 
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according to the convention for each phase) for any other points (13). Initially, the droplet is bounded by a sharp 
interface     where the liquid volume fraction jumps from      outside the droplet  to      inside the 
droplet. After a number of time steps the interface smears, leading to a smooth volume fraction variation across 
the interface. In this new state, the region where      is restricted to some cells in the center of the droplet, 
bounded by a surface where    . Taking         as the threshold of the interface diffusion, the thickness of 
the diffused interface     can be estimated using the distance between the volume fraction iso-surface,         
and the iso-surface    . Under a symmetric interface diffusion assumption the diameter   of a spherical droplet 
is              , where r is the distance from the droplet core center to the undiffused droplet core 
interface    . The smallest spherical droplets near the intact liquid core (      ) are only distributed over one 
or a few cells, leading to    . In such cases,        is a reasonable estimate of the actual characteristic droplet 
size.  
An instantaneous near-nozzle spray visualisation is presented in Figure 3 b) for both meshes using the 
instantaneous liquid volume fraction iso-surfaces 0.01 colored by    . The colour scale threshold chosen here is 
aimed at separating the smallest droplets        10    from the larger droplets and the liquid core interface. It 
is observed that Mesh  1 only captured a few droplets with                very close to the liquid core during 
initiation of breakup. Further downstream, only larger droplets and ligaments are resolved with increasing 
diffusion due to mesh coarsening. In contrast, mesh 2 is fine enough to capture droplets smaller than       over 
the entire primary breakup region modelled. In addition, it is noted that the diffusion thickness is low for the liquid 
core obtained based on both meshes. Therefore, it is safe to say that the mesh resolution is unlikely to influence 
the numerical observations of the liquid jet deformation and ligament formation phenomena in the primary 
breakup process.   
   
 
Figure 3: Assessment on mesh resolution effect on small droplets 
Liquid-gas interface structures: LES solution vs. PCX spray images 
Comparison for the liquid-gas interface structures between LES solution and PCX spray images should be based 
on a statistical approach. This is hindered by the differences in the physical time durations and the time resolution 
between simulation and measurement. Spray imaging was performed for an injection duration of 1ms at full 
needle lift and at a time interval of 20µs per image (50 images in total). The physical time in simulation was 100µs 
for both meshes. Flow visualisation images were stored every        s. Obviously, the time resolution and the 
image number in the measurements were not sufficient in the sense of a rigorous statistical analysis of the near-
nozzle spray structures, while the physical time duration in the simulation is too short as it is limited by the 
available computational resources. Under these limitations, effort was made to identify similarities between the 
instantaneous spray morphologies captured by PCX imaging and by the simulations. 
 
a) Sketch of  interface smearing due to numerical 
diffusion. Sharp interface (left) and diffused interface right. 
b) Estimation of droplet size based on 𝑑  . Liquid 
volume fraction iso-surface 0.01 colored by 𝑑  . 
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The LES results for mesh 1 and mesh 2 are treated as independent time series, considering the fact that the 
initialization has an influence on the flow development. The  mesh 1 solution of the near nozzle spray was found 
to have a close correlation with 7 out of the 50 PCX spray images recorded over the open needle operation time 
interval. Sample results are presented in Figure 4, where the LES near-nozzle sprays are represented by using 
the iso-surface of 0.1 liquid volume fraction.  The predicted undisturbed liquid core before the initiation of jet 
breakup is obviously longer than the measurement, but the simulation is able to capture some features observed 
in the PCX spray images. For example, a linear streak crossing the liquid core very close to the nozzle exit can be 
recognized from both the predicted and measured spray (Figure 4, left).  In particular, a close similarity between 
both is observed at the lower side of the spray, where the wavy structures begin to break up into smaller 
structures and droplets.  Figure 4 right shows another example. The wavy structures with higher local breakup 
intensity on the upper side of the spray as recorded by the PCX imaging are also captured in the simulation. In 
addition, a  “horizontal boundary” between the continuous un-atomized liquid core (lower part of the spray) and 
the upper spray regions with small structures can be well noted both from the PCX spray image and the LES 
solution.  
 
Figure 4: Instantaneous LES liquid volume fraction iso-surfaces (value=0.1) on mesh 1 (top) vs. PCX images (bottom) 
The LES solution on mesh 2 was found to produce similar spray features with 8 out of the 50 PCX images. Figure 
5 shows for the correlations between some example mesh 2 results and PCX spray images. The LES spray in the 
left image shows a braid-like (helical) structure appearing on the upper side of the very initial jet, which can also 
be noticed from the PCX spray image. This type of structures are caused by vortex shedding and rotating string 
vortices occurring in the nozzle flow and will be discussed in detail in the next section.  In addition, similar vertical 
streaks are observed both in simulation and measurement. The LES spray on the right shows a close similarity in 
terms of breakup patterns and spray shape to the corresponding mesh 1 result shown on the right of Figure 4, As 
with the mesh 1 result, the wavy structures on the upper side of the spray correlate well with the PCX image.  
 
Figure 5: Instantaneous LES liquid volume fraction iso-surfaces (value=0.1) for mesh 2 (top),  PCX images (bottom). 
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These results show a clear impact of the mesh resolution on the small structures and droplets in the near-nozzle 
spray. However, both meshes have captured some breakup patterns and morphological features of the spray, 
which can be recognized in PCX spray images, are therefore valid.  Since the mesh 2 results were only very 
recently obtained in this work, the understanding on the physics of the primary breakup process reported below is 
mainly derived from the mesh 1 solution.  
Vortex driven primary breakup process  
Figure 6 illustrates the correlation between the predicted vortex structures and near-nozzle spray structures 
obtained on mesh 1 together with a similar PCX spray image. Two type of vortices can be observed in the nozzle 
flow. Small-scale vortices and vortex shedding occur at the upper lip of injection hole inlet as the flow turns into 
the hole. At the same time, large-scale string vortices are generated in the bulk flow of weak shear due to flow 
recirculation in the sac and flow acceleration into the hole. The results indicate that the upper-lip vortex shedding 
and the interaction between the string vortices and the shed vortices in the nozzle are the triggering mechanism 
of ligament formation in the primary breakup region.  A vortex shedding event produces low momentum vortices 
and a pulsation in the local flow. The shed vortices interact with the string vortices in the injection hole. As they 
exit the injection hole they transfer their local instability and their pulsating momentum into the liquid jet, causing 
its deformation and the development of ligaments. 
 
Figure 6: Correlation between vortex shedding in the nozzle and jet breakup: vortex structure (Q=1e13 [s
-2
]), predicted spray 
morphology(liquid volume fraction 90%), and PCX image (bottom). 
This vortex-driven ligament formation and breakup process is illustrated in Figure 7 using a time sequence of 
instantaneous results for the vortex flow and near-nozzle spray. At a certain time instant   , the string vortices 
move upwards and interact with the shed vortices close to the hole exit, creating a local flow instability and 
upward momentum. This pulsating momentum is transported into the near-nozzle flow after a shed vortex leaves 
the injection hole exit. At   + 0.45 μs the upward moving shed vortex triggers the wavy surface vortex enhanced 
by the interaction with the surrounding gas. This vortex causes deformation of the liquid jet on the upper side, 
leading to wavy liquid-gas interface structures.  At    + 2 μs the surface vortex gets further developed due to air-
liquid interaction and the liquid surface deformation continues to grow causing the roll-up of the liquid-gas 
interface and ligament formation.  At    + 5 μs the surface vortices lose their momentum, get separated from the 
high speed bulk flow and decompose into smaller vortices causing atomization of ligaments and formation of 
droplets. A detailed video showing this process is available in (15). 
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Figure 7: The process of vortex driven ligament formation and jet breakup. Vortex structure Q=1e13[s
-2
] (left), Liquid-gas 
interface of the spray using liquid volume fraction (right). 
In addition, large scale vortex strings are high energy containing structures. Their  morphology, location and 
motion direction have an important impact on the primary breakup behaviour as is shown in Figure 8 using  
selected instantaneous results. In case (a), the string vortices move upwards. This triggers liquid core deformation 
and ligament formation further downstream on the upper side of the jet. The string vortices are pushed 
downwards by the strong shed vortices at the hole exit in case (b), leading to liquid-core deformation on the lower 
side.  In case (c), the string vortices show an unstable “S’-shape motion, causing an earlier jet breakup both on 
the upper and lower sides. In contrast, relatively undisturbed flow with all large vortices well aligned with the 
injection hole axis is predicted close to the injection hole exit in (d). Under this situation, weak perturbations on the 
liquid jet and thus weak jet breakup is observed.   
                      
 
Figure 8: Link between vortex dynamics and liquid-gas interface for different instants. For each case:  Vortex structures 
Q=1e13[s
-2
] (left and top-right), Liquid-gas interface of the spray using liquid volume fraction 0.1 (right). Red arrows at the outlet 
denote the flow direction 
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Conclusions 
A detailed case study was carried out on the primary breakup process in high pressure fuel injection based on a 
production diesel nozzle design. A coupled VOF-Level Set LES simulation methodology was applied to 
simultaneously resolve the multi-scale flow dynamics in the nozzle and the jet primary breakup process after the 
hole exit. Phase Contrast X-ray imaging was applied to characterize the liquid-gas interface in the near-nozzle 
spray. The simulation successfully reproduced many structures of the spray captured by the PCX imaging. It was 
observed from the simulations that, as the flow is deflected into the nozzle hole, it triggers vortex shedding events, 
producing high speed, energetic vortex structures and local flow instabilities. These structures continue to develop 
into the liquid jet and initiate the deformation and ligament formation processes within the primary spray breakup. 
Additionally, vortex ejection from the nozzle causes small surface vortices at the liquid-gas interface that interact 
with the surrounding gas and ultimately lead to droplet formation. These results provide evidence for a vortex 
driven atomization mechanism. With this understanding, fuel injector nozzle designs can be optimized by control 
and optimization of the vortices.  
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